**TOKYO SKYTREE**

Traditional Techniques and Forefront Technologies from Japan

---

**SKYTREE TERRACE TOURS (Outdoor guided tour)**

In addition to Tembo Deck and Tembo Galleria, a special new floor has been revealed. Enjoy the panoramic view seen through the SKYTREE’s dynamic steel frameworks. Feel the open-air breeze, light and sounds of Tokyo. A dedicated guide takes you on the tour of SKYTREE TERRACE located 155 meters above the ground.

---

**Age limit**

- 6 years old and older
- *For more details about participation requirements and instructions, please ask our staff members.

---

**Floor**

- 2,500 yen (tax included)
- *For tours for visitors who are also visiting the observation deck.

---

**Schedule**

- Starts at 11:30 a.m. (Approx. 50 minutes each / 12 tours in total)
- *Tour may be cancelled due to bad weather, etc.
- *Visit the website for the schedule.

---

**Admission**

- Make sure not to miss special the lightings of each season or events as well.

---

Lighting patterns change among “Iki”, “Miyabi” and “Nobori” alternately every day.

---

**SKYTREE Post**

Using the tower-shaped, deep red SKYTREE Post, you can send letters and postcards to family and friends in commemoration of visiting the world’s tallest tower.

---

**Tembo Galleria**

A loped 110 meter “air walk” from Floor 445 up to Floor 450. With audio effects that change with the season and weather.

---

**Soranaka Point**

The highest point at 451.2 meters above the ground. Visitors can enjoy seasonal limited events or other services.

---

**Commemorative Photography**

- Floor 445:
  - Memorial photo at the highest point of the TOKYO SKYTREE!
  - Opening hours: 8:00-21:30

---

**Tembo Galleria**

- Floor 350, 345, 340

---

**Tembo Shuttles (elevators)**

- Floor 340

---

**Tembo Deck**

Two lines of Tembo Shuttle elevators have see-through front panel and ceiling to raise anticipation for observation.

---

**Sorakara-chan**

- A girl who has a weakness for fads and fashions.
- *You can obtain the gift at one of THE SKYTREE SHOPS (Floor 1, Floor 5, and Floor 345)
Panoramic view from TOKYO SKYTREE TEMBO DECK
Official Partners

TOKYO SKYTREE Official Partners are companies that agree with the philosophy and business concepts of this project.

【Friendship hotels】
- Dai-ichi Hotel Ryogoku / Asakusa View Hotel
- Tobu Hotel Levant Tokyo / Courtyard by Marriott Tokyo Ginza Hotel / Narita Tobu Hotel Airport

【Official hotels】
- TOBU TOPTOURS CO., LTD.

【Official shops】
- Official Shops on 1F, 5F, and Floor 345.

【Official travel agency】
- TOBU TOPTOURS CO., LTD.

Information

Around SKYTREE (TOKYO SKYTREE TOWER 1-1-2 Oshige Sumida-ku Tokyo, Japan)

Sky Restaurant 634 [meat]
Enjoy the “TOKYO CUISINE.” A combination of seasonal fresh vegetables and a variety of ingredients served right at the midst of Tokyo’s breathtaking and spectacular metropolitan view.

Opening hours: Lunch 12:00–16:00

Sky CAFE
Floor 350
Original beverages and soft-serve ice cream are available (Standing style).

Floor 340
Enjoy snacks and sweets with a spectacular view (Table seats with chair).

Opening hours: 10:00–21:45 (Last order 21:15)

SKYTREE CAFE
Floor 350
Original beverages and soft-serve ice cream are available (Standing style).

Floor 340
Enjoy snacks and sweets with a spectacular view (Table seats with chair).

Opening hours: 10:00–21:45

Floor 345

Sky Restaurant 634 [meat]

Enjoy the “TOKYO CUISINE.” A combination of seasonal fresh vegetables and a variety of ingredients served right at the midst of Tokyo’s breathtaking and spectacular metropolitan view.

Opening hours: Lunch 12:00–16:00

For Visitors by Car

For easy access to the Observation Deck, please use the sky shuttle or take the Phoenix Line from the JR Yamanote Line’s “TOKYO SKYTREE Sta.”

For Visitors by Car

For easy access to the Observation Deck, please use the sky shuttle or take the Phoenix Line from the JR Yamanote Line’s “TOKYO SKYTREE Sta.”

Inquiries

TOKYO SKYTREE Call Center
03-5753-0634 (9:00–20:00)

Please consult the TOKYO SKYTREE official website for opening hours and other information.
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